Winner of Die Zeit
“Luchs Prize”
(May 2017).
Read HERE the
review in English

Spin-off of the
internationally
successful TV series
“Knietzsche”.
View the Book Trailer
HERE & more
information on the
book & TV series
HERE

DO FISHES SLEEP? (“Schlafen Fische?”)
by Jens Raschke & Jens Rassmus (Mixtvision, Germany. 64pp. 8+)
. 8+
Jette's brother Emil has passed away. He isn’t here anymore. Her mother hasn't
stopped crying and Jette is painting clouds of anger. But the good times with Emil
are always on her mind. She will always remember the holidays spent together and
the day when Emil and her played funeral. Dramatist Jens Raschke tells the reader
about Jette's endless questions about the purpose of life, grief, hope and a great love
between siblings.
A touching, heartwarming story about grief - told in a hopeful, at times even
humorous tone. Based on a wildly successful theater play of the same name that
was staged in Germany, Mexico City, Stockholm, Poland, Hungary and Austria
and translated in Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Icelandic, Finnish, Arabic,
Polish, Spanish, Hungarian, Russian, Estonian, and Romanian. The play was
staged as a radio play in Germany. Both the play and the radio play have won
numerous awards.

KNIETZSCHE AND THE POCKET ORACLE
(“Knietzsche und das Hosentaschen-Orakel”)
by Anja von Kampen (Mixtvision, Germany. 272pp. 10+)
Knietzsche has the worst birthday of all times: when he’s
turning twelve, he’s told that he is adopted. All his biological
parents have left him is a broken pocket watch, which
suddenly comes to life ... As if that wasn’t crazy enough, that
same day, he meets Mildred. Her father is imprisoned on
remand for allegedly stealing valuable paintings from the
museum. Mildred is wildly determined to prove his innocence.
Of course, Knietzsche and his friends Norbert, Pepe and
Darina help her with it. Anja von Kampen writes a funny and
sweeping mixture of a suspenseful crime story and fantastic
adventure book, about truth, courage and one big mystery.

Mr Fox likes books & Mr Fox and the red thread
«Herr Fuchs mag Bucher& Herr Fuchs und der Rote Faden”
by Franziska Biermann
(Mixtvision, Germany. 64pp/title. 8+. Colour illustrations)

Herr Fuchs just sold in
Greece & Estonia!
Watch HERE the
Book trailer of the
Taiwanese edition.
1 million copies
sold in Korea!

Book 1 - Mr Fox likes books so much, he eats them. When he has no money to buy his favourite food, he lands
in prison. There, he suffers hunger, because there are no books, just water. Until he convinces the prison guard
to bring him paper and pencils...
Book 2 - Mr. Fox has become a successful and celebrated writer. He collects his ideas in notebooks, which are
well hidden away in his cellar. But one day, everything is gone ... stolen by a rat!
Rights sold in English, French, Spanish, Greek, Portuguese (Brazil), Estonian, Czech, Polish, Turkish,
Korean, Simplified & Complex Chinese

Russian edition
of the first book
just published!
View HERE the
Book trailer.

PAUL AND PAPA « Paul und Papa» by Susanne Weber & Susanne Göhlich
(Mixtvision, Germany. 64 pages. 4+. Illustrated).
In 20 short read-aloud stories per book, Susanne Weber writes about the family life of Paul and his
dad. Warm-hearted, funny and most importantly, honest stories about children’s everyday lives.
„The sky is particularly clear today“, says Dad and points to the skyscraper in the distance. Like every
evening, Paul and his Dad are standing in front of the skylight and look across the the roofs of the city.
Paul loves watching the trains with his Dad before he has to go to sleep.

ON THE ROAD WITH PAUL AND PAPA« Unterwegs mit Paul und Papa» (75pp)
Whether on a plane, a carousel or driving through the city in a taxi, Paul and his dad have a great time
together and learn so much from each other!
Rights sold in Russia, Estonia, Hungary & Turkey.

Third title
to come
in Spring
2018!

JARA’S JOURNEY (“Jaras Reise”)
by Philipp Löhle & Pe Grigo
(Mixtvision, Germany. Colour illustrated inside. 96pp. 8+)
Jaras best friend Frida moved from southern Germany to Berlin. Now
Jara is supposed to wait for the next holidays to see Frida again. No
way she can wait that long! So Jara sets out to walk to Berlin on her
own. Luckily she doesn't stay alone for long. A story about a brave
girl, real friendship and a journey between reality and fantasy at the
crack of dawn.

THE CRAZY INVENTORS’ HUT Series (“Der verrückte Erfinderschuppen”)
by Lena Hach & Jens Daniela Kulot (Mixtvision, Germany. 164pp/title. 8+).
Third title to follow in spring 2018
Award-winning author Lena Hach has created a fast-paced, side-splittingly funny
story about three friends and their adventures as self-proclaimed inventors.
The lemonade fizzer (“Der Limonadensprudler”): Tilda, Walter and Fred have decided to
become inventors. And their first invention seems to actually work: with the help of the
genious lemonade fizzer (a high-performance fizzy tablet), simple tap water turns into
delicious lemonade. But the fizzing power is stronger than expected: The roof of the
inventors' hut lifts off and attracts the attention of the nasty neighbors - the Fat One and the
Skinny One. And they have absolutely no appreciation for the little inventors ...
The looping twirler (“Der Looping-Dreher”): After what happened with the lemonade
fizzer, Tilda, Walter and Fred have come to the conclusion: they have to find a new
invention, instantly! Fred's Mum's new boyfriend is the right person to look to for pimping
their ideas. But who could have foreseen that a spring and one drop of that miracle cleaning
product would not only catapult Tilda's baby sister, but also Fred into the air ...
COMING UP
FOR
FRANKFURT

LIMBRADUR AND THE MAGIC OF GRAVITY
(“Limbradur und die Magie der Schwerkraft”)
by Volker Präkelt
(Mixtvision, Germany. 160pp. 10+)

Based on a fulldome
movie to be shown in
planetariums around
the world.
View HERE the
movie Trailer

Why do apples fall to the ground? That's the simple
opening question posed by famous physicist Isaac
Newton. More than 300 years later, it is Albert
Einstein who enabled us to take a new perspective on
this question ... At night, 12-year-old Limbradur
breaks into the renowned Albert Einstein Museum.
There he meets Alby X3, a tiny, quirky science robot
who explains Einstein's revolutionary ideas to him
und takes him on a fantastic journey of discovery
through space and time.

CATCHING A COLD FOR BEGINNERS
(“Verkühl dich täglich”)
by Melanie Laibl & Susanne Göhlich
(Mixtvision, Germany. 80pp. 7+)
Pauli and his friends have a problem: wool
season. It starts right after bathing trunks
season and manifests itself through itching and
scratching woolens on the hat, on the legs and
around the neck. But not this year! This year
the friends fight back and establish a club
called "Catching a cold for beginners". They
want to show the grown-ups that you don't
need wooly stuff to brave the winter. Based
(a little bit) on a true story.

